
  An Introvert’s Guide To 

persuasion

for introverted entrepreneurs who know they must  
sell but refuse to be pushy, sleazy or Salesy



 
How to use this guide 

Hi fellow introverted entrepreneur! I want to first assure you that I understand 
the dislike for “salesy” sales! It’s not who I am. I also know what it feels like to 
hesitate closing the deal because I don’t want to come off as pushy. And I do 
NOT believe in turning a “no” into a “yes!”  

Selling is listening, understanding, and solving problems. 

What I’ve included for you in this guide is exactly what I do every day. It’s not 
theory. And on top of that it’s actually fun! But why should you listen to me? 

Believe it or not, my number one entrepreneurial skill is selling (according to 
Gallup’s Builder Profile 10 assessment). When I first learned that, I was 
stunned and then mad! I HATE selling. Right?  

After thinking about it, I realized I actually hated the idea of what I thought 
sales was—pushy, sleazy, high-pressure, and annoying! Once I understood that, 
I realized that I’m good at persuading and that’s why I’m skilled at “selling.” 

The first part of the guide is about you! How amazing you are as an introvert 
and the two “musts” you must have in order to be successful selling your 
product or service. The second part is my exact process to figure out my client, 
adjust myself to her, and speak her language.  

The brain is all about survival and is constantly scanning for belonging cues. A 
huge belonging cue is feeling someone is like you. Without being fake, you can 
use these tools to build trust quickly and understand your client. The FIRST 
thing the brain looks for is, “Can I trust this person?” I show you how to 
answer that question with a “Yes!”  

I hope this helps you as much as it did me. If you practice and use the tools in 
this guide, you’ll be able to persuade in a way that’s authentic and with your 
client’s interests at heart! 

Use the sides of this guide to take notes if you need to. :) Oh, by the way…all of 
the quotes I’ve included are from famous introverts. 

Sherri Wilson
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I'm an introvert... I love being by 
myself, love being outdoors, love 
taking a long walk with my dogs and 
looking at the trees, flowers, the 
sky. 

Audrey Hepburn
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definition of introvert and extrovert 
I used to think I was an extrovert until I found a true definition of 
introvert, which is 

an introvert draws energy from solitude 

and an extrovert draws energy from being around people. Both can love 
people, but an introvert must have time away from people to function well.  

Introverts can seem to be shy (and you might be) and more reserved 
mostly because we have a rough time with small talk. We like deep 
conversation and truly connecting with others.  

Introverts also tend to be less expressive with both gestures and facial 
expressions giving the impression we are nervous, angry, or don’t really 
want to be there. We can seem unapproachable if not careful. 

Introverts are Genius at Sales 
Even with our difficulties starting conversations and sometimes closing 
the deal, we introverts are perfect for today’s sales’ culture. In the old 
days, sales consisted of… 

Intruding to get a FOOT IN THE DOOR. 
Pitching to PERSUADE POTENTIAL CLIENT 
Persisting or BEING PUSHY. 

Today the effective salesperson, which every entrepreneur must be, 
must… 

Listen to your client. 
Understand your client’s needs. 
Solve your client’s problem. 

The two musts for introverts 
You must really love and believe in your product or service or you 
simply won’t do it. Introverts aren’t good at “faking it until you make it.” 
If you have any doubt at all, you won’t have the needed motivation to build 
your business.  

Another must is to develop your own sales style. There’s not just one way 
to sell. If you try to copy another’s style that really doesn’t fit your 
personality, you’ll get discouraged and quit.  

I've failed over and over and 
over again in my life and 
that is why I succeed. 

michael jordan
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How to speak your client’s language 
If you could get inside your client’s head and see exactly what she’s 
thinking, wouldn’t you find it easier to persuade your client to purchase 
your product or service? Of course! Now, I don’t have a magic wand to get 
you inside your client’s head, but I do have a process that I use to get a 
good idea of what she’s thinking and to speak her language using her 
personality style. 

To start, I’m going to help you learn how to quickly determine which 
personality style your client is. There are only four DISC styles, and since 
you are one of them, you only need to learn three. Once you learn those 
three like the back of your hand, you can literally adapt yourself and your 
communication to your client’s in real time, which will build trust quickly.  

Pick a client or someone that mystifies you and ask yourself if they are 
fast-paced or slow-paced. Next are they task-focused or people-
focused? Circle the letter in the in the quadrant that matches the answers 
to these questions. 
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I was set free because my 
greatest fear had been 
realized, and I still had a 
daughter who I adored, and I 
had an old typewriter and a 
big idea. And so rock bottom 
became a solid foundation on 
which I rebuilt my life. 

j.k. Rowling
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Using those two questions for each person you meet will literally help you 
determine the style you’re persuading. Most of the population is the S 
style then C with the smallest percentage, the D and I. Most business 
owners are D making that an important style to know.    

Memorize and practice this personality style information so it becomes 
second nature. Use the personality snapshot on the next page and answer 
the questions below (TIP: I only use these questions if I’m having a rough 
time persuading someone).  

1. What are his or her priorities?       
          
           

2. If different from yours, which ones are most natural to you, and which ones 
are least natural to you?         
          
           

3. What might be the source of challenge in communicating based on his or her 
and your personality styles whether different or the same?    
          
           

4. What is his or her trust currency (underlined on page 6)?   
           

Action Plan: 

1. How best can you communicate with him or her? Details or bottom-line? 
Fast-paced or slower-paced?        
           

2. What materials or knowledge do you need to have on hand based on his or 
her communication style?        
           

3. What questions must you answer? When? Who? How? Why?   
           

4. How will you address concerns or objections based on his or her 
personality?          
          
          
          

Each person must live their 
life as a model for others. 

Rosa Parks
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TRUST CURRENCY 

Use this sheet to quickly “talk the language” of the person you’re 
communicating with, especially your opposite. 

D Style: 
1. Straightforward & respectful communication 
2. Bottom line 
3. Results 
4. Less details & personal exchange 
5. Answer WHEN & WHY 
6. Opposite: S style 

I Style: 
1. Open communication with admiration 
2. Lots of chit chat & nonessential conversation 
3. Make it fun 
4. Answer WHEN & WHO 
5. Opposite: C style 

S Style: 
1. Acceptance along with safety & connection 
2. Want to know some personal information about you 
3. Tactful & diplomatic 
4. Don't pressure for quick answer & consider family 
5. Answer WHO & HOW 
6. Opposite: D style 

C Style: 
1. Reliability with standards & certainty 
2. Private 
3. Need lots of details 
4. Plan ahead for more time to answer lots of questions 
5. Answer WHO & WHY 
6. Opposite: I Style 

summary 

That’s it! I literally use this every single day. I’m a DC and I’ve learned to be 
tactful and diplomatic with my S clients, give plenty of details to my C clients 
(and be patient with their 500 plus questions), and visit about things that have 
nothing to do with the issue at hand with my I clients. LOL! 

Knowing how your introverted-ness is PERFECT for today’s sales’ culture and 
knowing how your client thinks will remove any “salesy” feeling, build trust, 
and help you be confident and empowered in communicating with your clients!

The true sign of intelligence 
is not knowledge but 
imagination. 

albert einstein
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Your most unhappy 
customers are your 
greatest source of learning. 

Bill gates

bonus tips 

Many believe you either possess charisma or don’t. It actually can be learned. 
These tips are scientifically proven to create charisma and build rapport. I use 
all of these expertly now, but it did take practice!  

• Be expressive. The most important expression is the genuine smile. Do 
something for me. Flash a fake smile like you would seeing someone you 
really don’t like but you don’t want to be rude. Take note of how it felt 
emotionally and physically. Now flash a genuine smile by thinking about 
something funny or something cute your dog did. See how different that felt? 
You want to use this smile for EVERYONE. Recently, I spoke with a 
frustrated young man who was passed over for a promotion because he didn’t 
smile! It’s that important. 

• Gesture. People feel those who gesture are warmer and kinder. each side. 
• Show hands! Introverts tend to put their hands in their pockets or cross 

their arms over  their chest. Please don’t. The brain trusts people who don’t 
hide their hands.  

• Don’t slouch or tug at clothes. Both are a  “no confidence” message to 
your client’s brain. It also physiologically lowers your confidence! Do the 
superman pose, read the newspaper or listen to an upbeat song to increase 
testosterone (confidence). 

• Get some color in somewhere. Introverts tend to like neutral colors, but 
you need to stand out a little! A colorful or interesting piece of jewelry, a 
scarf, or bag. If you feel comfortable, maybe even a shirt. Lol! 

• Mirror. Research shows that discreetly mirroring your client’s gestures 
builds rapport. You don’t want to be obvious or the brain picks up on it. 
People who like each other naturally mirror each other. 

• Seating. Make sure you sit diagonally from your client or at a round table 
because sitting across from your client requires that one of you be dominant 
over the other. Research shows you’ll get fewer yes’s. 

• Object blocking. Object blocking is putting a cup, a notebook, purse, or 
any object in between you and the other person. You don’t want to do this 
and you want to disengage the object if your client is doing it. Like seating, 
you’ll get fewer yes’s. Offer a drink or give your client some materials about 
your product or service to look at.  

• Nervous cues. Beware of nervous cutes like playing with your hair, cracking 
your knuckles, playing with your necklace or rubbing your arms. 


